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	Semi-active Suspension Control provides an overview of vehicle ride control employing smart semi-active damping systems (controlled dissipative elements which only require low energy input). These systems are able to tune the amount of damping in response to measured vehicle-ride and handling indicators.


	Two physically different dampers (magnetorheological and controlled-friction) are analysed from the perspectives of mechatronics and control. Ride comfort, road holding, road damage and human-body modelling (nonlinear visceral response in particular) are studied.


	A multidisciplinary approach is adopted throughout the book. Sound mathematical modelling is balanced by a large and detailed section on experimental implementation, where a variety of automotive applications are described offering a well-rounded view of the application of such systems. The implementation of control algorithms with regard to real-life engineering constraints is emphasised.


	The applications described include semi-active suspensions for a saloon car, seat suspensions for vehicles not equipped with a primary suspension, and control of heavy-vehicle dynamic-tyre loads to reduce road damage and improve handling.


	Engineers and practitioners working in noise and vibration; automotive engineers working in vehicle design, research and development; biomechanical engineers, physicists and life-scientists interested in human-body responses to vibration; and graduate students in vehicle studies, mechanics of vibration, dynamics and control will find this book of material assistance in their work.
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Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition 11g: A Hands-On TutorialPackt Publishing, 2012


	Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition (OBIEE) 11g is packed full of features

	and has a fresh approach to information presentation, system management and

	security. This book will introduce the reader to those features, providing a step-by-step

	guide to building a complete system from scratch. The aim of the book is to...
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Practical PHP 7, MySQL 8, and MariaDB Website Databases: A Simplified Approach to Developing Database-Driven WebsitesApress, 2018

	
		
			
				Build interactive, database-driven websites with PHP 7, MySQL 8, and MariaDB. The focus of this book is on getting you up and running as quickly as possible with real-world applications. In the first two chapters, you will set up your development and testing environment, and then build your first PHP and MariaDB or...
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Learn Java for Android DevelopmentApress, 2013

	Android development is hot, and many programmers are interested in joining the fun. However, because this technology is based on Java, you should first obtain a solid grasp of the Java language and its foundational APIs to improve your chances of succeeding as an Android app developer. After all, you will be busy learning the architecture of...
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TensorFlow Machine Learning Cookbook: Over 60 recipes to build intelligent machine learning systems with the power of Python, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Skip the theory and get the most out of Tensorflow to build production-ready machine learning models

	
		Key Features

		
			Exploit the features of Tensorflow to build and deploy machine learning models
	
			Train neural networks to tackle real-world problems in Computer Vision and...
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Mastering Web Application Development with AngularJSPackt Publishing, 2013

	Streamline your web applications with this hands-on course. From initial structuring to full deployment, you'll learn everything you need to know about AngularJS DOM based frameworks.


	Overview

	
		Make the most out of AngularJS by understanding the AngularJS philosophy and applying it to real life...
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Professional IBM WebSphere 5.0 Application Server (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2002
The WebSphere platform from IBM, with its rich function set, industry-leading performance, and scalability, as well as configuration flexibility, is one of the leading products of the application server generation.
    For the experienced J2EE™ developer, this book details how to develop, deploy, and manage enterprise applications for...
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